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Generalizing Exception Constructions: The Case of Romance UNTll. 
Manuel Espafiol-Ecbevarria & Stefano Vegnaduzzo 
Universite Laval UCLA 
O. Introduction 
In this paper we provide an account of some puzzling semantic properties of the 
Jinche!hasta (=:: EngJish ''until'') construction in Italian and Spanish. We mainly examine 
sentences of the sort P jincheJhasta t The crucial point around which our analysis is built 
is that in one of the construals ofjinche (Sp. hasta), the presence or absence of negation 
in the subordinate clause has no effect on the truth-conditional interpretation. This is what 
has been traditionally labeled expletive negation. The puzzle is the following: it is a 
cornerstone of most formal semantic theories that negation in natura1languages denotes a 
boolean complementation operator, but in this construction negation not only does not 
denote a complementation operation in any apparent way. but also seems not to have any 
meaning at all. 
In situations like this, there are two default moves. The first route is to admit 
lexical ambiguity, a quite unsatisfactory solution in general, and even more so in this 
particular case, since it amounts to admitting ambiguity for a linguistic expression that we 
believe to denote one of the very primitives of our semantic theories. The second route is 
to argue that, even in these cases, negation still denotes a boolean complementation 
operator. lbis is what we wiJI argue for in this paper. We will argue also that expletive 
negation induces modal properties accounting for a number of empirical observations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In sections 1 and 2, we will review the interpretative 
properties of Italianjinche clauses and its Spanish counterparts. In section 3, we will deal 
with the characterization of expletive negation. In section 4, we look at the aspectual 
properties of the relevant clauses. Section 5, will be devoted to provide a semantic 
treatment of fincMl hasta clauses as exception constructions in the temporal domain. 
Section 6 will elaborate on the similarities between nominal exceptives and Jinchelhasta 
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:lauses. Finally. in section 7 we will consider the modal dimension of expletive negation 
n the relevant cootexts. 
The Alignment Construal 
n the general case, Romance languages possess two types of temporal connectives 
oughly corresponding to English while and until. Spanish is such as a language. Italian. 
n the other hand, is unique among Romance languages in that the same connective 
inche can have two (main) consbuals, which we will label alignment and switch 
onstruals. Consider the following Italian and Spanish sentences: 
1) a. Gianni ha mangiato fineM Maria ha guaniato la TV. 
John has eaten while Mary has watched the TV 
h, Juan ha comido mientras Maria ha mirada la TV. 
John has eaten while Mary has watched the TV 
"John ate as long as Mary watched TV:' 
2) a. Gianni ha mangiato fincbe Maria ha guardato 18 TV. 
John has eaten while Mary has watched the TV 
h. Juan ha comido hasta que Maria ha mirada la TV. 
John has eaten until that Mary has watched the TV 
"]ohn ate until Mary watched TV." 
The sentence in (lb). with the mientras "while" connective, entails that the two 
ituations, namely the eating and the watching situation, took place simultaneously 
lfOUghout a certain period. In (2b), with hasta "untW', the two situations take place 
llccessively, i.e. first the eating situation and then the watching situation. These two 
leanings are rendered by means of the same connective, namely finche, in Italian. The 
entence in (1a) illustrates the aligrunent construal offinche. whereas (2a) illustrates the 
witch construal. In this section, we will describe the alignment construal in finchel 
lientras contexts, leaving the discussion of the switch construal for the following 
ection. 
The sentences in (3)-(6) provide a four-way paradigm of alignment construals with 
~spect to the presence vs. absence of negation in the matrix and subordinate clauses: 
I) a. Gianni ha mangiato finchO Maria ba guardato la TV. 
John has eaten while Mary has watched the TV 
b. Juan cornia mientras Maria mirala TV. 
John ate while Mary watched the TV 
"John ate as long as Mary watched TV." 
__ X····· (eating situation) 
_X--- (watching situation) 
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(4) a Gianni ha mangiato fineM Maria non ha guaniato la TV. 
John has eaten while Mary not has watched the TV 
b. Juan comi6 mientras Maria no mirola TV. 
John ate while Mary not watched the TV 
"John ate as long as Mary did not watch TV." 
__ X······ (eating situation) 
.... .... .. X+++++ (watching situation) 
(5) a. Gianni non ha mangiato finche Maria ha guardato la TV. 
John not has eaten while Mary has watched the TV 
b. Juan no cornia mientras Marla mirala TV. 
John not ate while Mary watched the TV 
"John did not eat as long as Mary watched TV." 
.......... XIVVVV\/\ (eating situation) 
_ _ X-------(watching situation) 
(6) a Gianni non ha mangiato finchc Maria non ha guardato la TV. 
John not has eaten while Mary not has watched the TV 
b. Juan no corni6 mientras Maria no mir6la TV. 
Key: 
John not ate while Mary not watche the TV 
"John did not eat as long as Mary did not watch TV." 
......... .x~ (eating situation) 
.......... x I I I I I (watching situation) 
_ ""' positive assertion 
...... = negative assertion 
+++ = positive presupposition 
---- = negative presupposition 
••• = negative implicature 
IVV\ = positive implicature 
Sentences (3}-(6) assert that the finchel mientras clause situation is aligned with 
the main clause situation and that this alignment terminates at point X. When the 
jincheJmientras clause is negated, as in (4) and (6), it is a negative situation (i.e., a 
situation that does not hold) that is asserted. After the point X. the truth-functional 
polarity of each situation is reversed (i.e., if a situation holds before X, it does not hold 
after X, and viceversa). Moreover, whether or not the main clause situation holds after the 
X is presupposed, whereas whether or not the fincheJmientras clause situation holds after 
the X is .only implicated. The diagram below each sentence specifies the distribution of 
what is asserted, presupposed, and implicated. depending on the absence or presence of 
negation in the two clauses. 
We can tease apart presuppositions from implicatures tluough standard 
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!ontinuation tests. The sentences following the finche construction can explicitly cancel 
mplicarures but not presuppositions. Consider, for instance, the examples in (7).(8): 
7) Gianni ha mangiato fiDeM Maria ha guardato la TV, e ha continuato a mangiare 
John has eaten until Mary has watched the TV, and has continued to eat 
anchedopo. 
even later. 
"John ate as long as Mary watched TV, and he went on earing even later." 
(implicature) 
8) ·Gianni ha mangiato finch6 Maria ha guardato la TV, rna Maria non ha guardato 
John has eaten until Mary has watched the TV, but Mary not has watched 
laTV. 
the TV 
"John ate as long as Mary watched TV, but Mary did not watch TV." 
(presupposition) 
The continuation in (7) explicitly denies the (possible) inference that John no 
onger ate after Mary watched TV; therefore, we are dealing here with an implicature, as 
,bawn in the diagram in (3). On the other hand, the inference that Mary watched TV 
LSsociated with the finche construction in (3) cannot be denied, as shown by the 
mgrammaticality of (8). Similar tests yield the same sort of inference judgements for the 
est of the sentences in (3)-(6). Note that the terms presupposition and implicature should 
Ie understood here as pure labels for inferences of different strength. In this paper. we 
vill not delve any further into the issue of such different types of inference. We need to 
nentioo them here, and in the rest of the paper, for the sake of adequate empirical 
lescription and because we will need to refer to them later on. 
, 
.. The Switch Construal 
n this section we introduce the second construal, which we have labeled switch 
:onstrual. Under this construal Italian finche can be properly paraphrased as Spanisb 
!asla or English until. We reproduce in (9)-(12) exactly the same four sentences 
tiscussed in (3)-{6), (i.e., each Italian sentence is properly ambiguous between the two 
onstruals): 
9) a. Gianni ha mangiato finchc Maria ha guardato la TV. 
John has eaten until Mary has watched. the TV 
b. Juan comi6 hasta que Marla mir6la TV. 
Juan ate until that Mary watched the TV 
"John ate until Mary watched TV." 
___ :X-~ (eating situation) 
............ x+++++ (watching situation) 
4
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(10) a. Gianni ha mangiato finche Maria non ha guardato la TV. 
John has eaten until Mary not has watched the TV 
b. Juan comi6 hasta que Maria no mir61a TV. 
Juan ate until that Mary not watched the TV 
"lohn ate Wltil Mary watched TV." 
___ X--- (eating situation) 
............ X+++++ (watching situation) 
(11) a. Gianni non ha mangiato finchc Maria ha guardato la TV. 
John not bas eaten until Mary has watched the TV 
h. Juan no comi6 hasta que Maria mirOla TV. 
Juan not ate until that Mary watched the TV 
"lohn did not eat until Maria watched TV." 
............ X+++++ (eating situation) 
........ .... X +++++ (watching situation) 
(12) a. Gianni non ha mangiato finche Maria non ha guardato la TV. 
John not bas eaten until Mary not bas watched the TV 
h. Juan no comi6 hasta que Maria no mir6 la TV. 
Juan not ate until that Mary not watched the TV 
"John did not eat until Mary watched TV," 
.. .......... X+++++ (eating situation) 
............ x+++++ (watching situation) 
Let us focus on a detailed cross-examination of (3)-(6) vs. (9)-(12). What we say 
carries over to (3)·(4) vs. (9)-(10), since the only difference is the presence of negation in 
the main clause. The following facts can be read off from the diagrams below each 
sentence: 
a} (3) and (9) are truth-<:onditionally distinct: under the alignment construal, both the 
main clause and the flnchelmientras clause situation bold before the point X, but 
not after the point X, whereas WIder the switch construal the main clause situation 
holds and the jinchelhasta clause situation does not hold before the point X, and 
the opposite is true after the X point. So the sentence Gianni ha mangiato /inche. 
Maria ha guardato la TV is genuinely ambiguous between two truth-conditionally 
distinct interpretations. 
b) (9) and (10) are almost synonymous and have the same distribution of what is 
asserted. presupposed and implicated: in both cases the main clause situation 
holds and the jinchelhasta clause situation does not bold before the point X, and 
the opposite is true after the point X. The two sentences differ on the swface only 
with respect to the presence of negation, i.e. non/no "not", in the until clause. 
Since the occurrence of this negative element is not associated with a negative 
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until clause situation in the interpretation of (10), we will refer to this sort of 
negation as expletive negation. I 
c) (4) and (10) are buth-conditionally identical but have a different distribution of 
what is asserted, presupposed, and implicated. as the corresponding diagrams 
show. 
3. Two Type' of Negation 
In this SectiOD we show that negation has crucially different properties in the two 
construals introduced in the preceding two sections. Two contexts will be considered to 
show the relevant contrast: N~word licensing and negative idiomi. Finally, we 
investigate the meaning contribution of negation in jincheJmientras clauses, which we 
have labeled as expletive negation in the previous section. 
3.1. Licensing orN-words and PPIs infinche clauses 
In Italian nessuno '110 one/anyone" can be a full negative quantifier, as in (138) where it 
occurs in subject position, or an NPI, as in (l3b). In postverbal position, as an NPI, it 
requires a higher licensing negation, as seen from the contrast between (13b) and (Be), 
and it can be licensed in other affective contexts, such as yes/no questions (13d):l 
(13) a. NessWlO e arrivato. 
No one is arrived 
"No one arrived. ,t 
h. Non e arrivato nessuno. 
Not is anived no one 
UNo one arrived." 
e. *E arrivato nessuno. 
Is arrived no one 
''No one anived" 
d. E amvato nessuno? 
Is arrived no one? 
"Did anyone arrive?" 
, Iu section 3, we will discuss in dewl the properties oftbis particular sort of negation. 
a The cover term N-word was iDtroduced in Laka (1990) in reference to certain NPls and negative 
quautifim which are homonymous in Romance languages. Zanuttini (1991) adopts the same terminology 
for Italian. For example, Italian niVlt~ can correspond in English to either "anything" (NPI) or ''nothing'' 
(negative quantifier). Iu certain contexts n/~nt~ can be modified by quasi "almost" or be constnled with an 
exception phrase (negative quantifier intClpretation), wben:as in other contcxt:!J it cannot (Nfl 
interpretation). 
) The paradigms in (13)-(20) also bold for Spanish in the relevant respects. 
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On the other hand, the Positive Polarity Item (henceforth PPO qualcuno 
"somebody' is not allowed under negation, as the contrast between (l4b) and (14c) 
shows: 
(14) a. Qualcuno non e amvato. 
Somebody not is arrived 
"Somebody did not arrive." 
b. *Non e arrivato qualcuno. 
Not is arrived somebody 
"Somebody did not arrive." 
c. E arrivato qualcuno. 
Is arrived somebody 
"Somebodyanived." 
Having clarified the licensing conditions for nessuno ''no one/anyone" and 
qualcuno "somebody', let us now consider the distribution of these two items under the 
alignment and switch construals. 
3.1.1. The alignment construal 
Nessuno can be licensed in its NPI position, as shown by the grammaticality of(15): 
(15) Gianni ha mangiato finche non ha parlato nessuno. 
John has eaten until not has talked no one 
"John kept eating as long as no one talked." 
__ ~X***···· 
............ XIIIIII 
Qualcuno cannot appear with a negatedfinche clause in its PPI position, as shown 
by the ungrammaticality of (16): 
(16) *Gianni ba mangiato fiDeM non ha parlato quaIcuno. 
John has eaten until not has talked somebody 
"John kept eating as long as somebody did not talk ... 
Therefore, negation in finche clauses under the alignment construal behaves 
essentially as negation in simple sentences: it can license NPIs, and PPIs are not allowed 
in its c-comrnanding domain. 
3.1.2. The switch construal 
Nessuno ''no one/anyone" cannot be licensed either as an NPI, as shown by (17), or as a 
negative quantifier, as shown by (18): 
7
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(J 7) *Oianni ha mangiato finche non ha parlato nessWlO. 
John has eaten until not bas talked anyone 
"Jolm kept eating until no one talked." 
(18) *Gianni ha mangillto finche nessuno ha parlato. 
John bas eaten until no one has talked 
"John ate until no one talked." 
NPIs such as nessuno "no one/anyone" are not allowed infinche clauses without 
negation either, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (19): 
(19) *Gianni ha mangiato finche ha parlato nessuno. 
John has eaten until has talked anyone 
"John ate until nobody talked." 
On the other hand, PPIs such as qualcuno "someone" can appear with a jinche 
clause featuring negation, as shown by the grammatica1ity of (20): 
(20) Gianni he mangiato finchC non ha parlato qualcuno. 
John has eaten until not has talked somebody 
"John kept eating until somebody talked." 
__ :x--
------X. __ 
Therefore, negation in finche clauses under the switch construal exhibits a 
behavior opposite to that of negation in simple sentences. The data in (17)-(20) show that 
under this construal the negative element non is not interpreted as full negation: it does 
not license NPIs, and it is compatible with PPIs. In fact, the finche clause can never be 
negated. In addition, (19) shows that finche clauses are not affective environments, i.e .• 
NPls are not possible in the relevant contexts. This excludes an analysis of non ''not'' in 
finche clauses as 8 polarity item. 
3.2. Negative idioDU 
Further evidence for the impossibility of negating the jincheJhasta clause in the switch 
construal. and therefore, once more, for the contrast between alignment and switch 
construal. comes from negative idioms. The data are more perspicuous in Spanish, where 
the two construals are associated with different connectives (the equivalent judgements 
are true for Italian). For instance, the negative idiom pegar 01'0 "close an eye, sleep" (lit 
"glue eye") is possible only under negation: 
8
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(21) ·Juanhapegadoojo. 
Juan bas glued eye 
"John closed an eye." 
(22) Juan no ha pegado ojo. 
Juan not has glued eye 
"John has not closed an eye." 
189 
With finche clauses, the negative idiom pegar ojo is possible only under the 
alignment construal, i.e., with mientras "while" as in (23). It is impossible under the 
switch construal, i.e., with hasta nuntiln as in (24): 
(23) Juan ha mirado la TV mientras Maria no ha pegado ojo, 
John has watched the TV while Mary not bas glued eye 
"John watched TV as 10Dg as Mary did not sleep." 
(24) ·Juan ha mirada la TV basta que Maria no ha pegado ojo. 
John bas watched the TV until that Mary not has glued eye 
"John watched TV until Mary slept" 
The paradigm above shows again that the situations in the fincheJhasta clauses 
featuring negative heads cannot be interpreted negatively. We would like to propose that 
the impossibility of negative situations in fincheJhasta clauses be due to the aspectua1 
requirements these clauses have to met. In section 4, we will address the aspectual 
properties of UNTIL clauses. 
3.3. But negation is not expletive 
In this section, we show that it is indeed possible to detect a difference in meaning 
between fincheJmientras clauses with and without expletive negation. In order to 
illustrate this difference, consider the following cases: 
Sad married couple scenario 
(25) Gianni ba mangiato fincM Maria si e spogliata nuda. 
John has eaten until Mary herself~refl. is undressed naked 
"lohn went on eating until Mary got undressed." 
(=When Maria got undressed John stopped eating.) 
What the sentence above expresses is pure abuttal. It can be used in any 
circumstance in which we are simply stating that the eating situation of the main clause 
ends and the undressing situation of the finche clause begins. Now consider the set of 
sihlations in which the same finche clause is felicitous: 
9
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Desperate seduction scenario 
(26) Gianni ba mangiato finche Maria non si e spogliata nuda. 
John has eaten until mary not herself-ref1. is undressed naked. 
"John went on eating until Mary got undressed." 
(:::Only when Maria got undressed did John stop eating.) 
The sentence above can be used in a more restricted set of circumstances. It 
suggests that certain events took place that could get John's attention, but that they all 
failed; the trick that finally caused John to stop eating was Mary's getting undressed. So 
this sentence encompasses two additional semantic features that the previous one does 
not: 
- causation: the finche!hasta clause situation causes the main clause situation to 
reverse its boolean polarity; 
- scale: the jinchelhasta clause situation describes the last (and finally successful) 
of a series of failed attempts to reverse the boolean polarity of the main clause 
situation. 
Finally. fincheJhasta clauses featuring a negative bead give raise to different 
entailments in certain contexts. Consider, fOT instance, the following Spanish examples in 
which the matrix clause features a perfective progressive tense: 
(27) a. Juan estuvo comiendo hasta que entrO Maria en Ja habitaci6n. 
Juan was eating until that entered Mary in the room 
nJohn kept eating lUltil Mary entered the room." 
b. Juan estuvo comiendo hasta que no entr6 Maria en la habitacion. 
Juan was eating until that not entered Mary in the room 
"John kept eating until MIU)' entered the room." 
(27a) does not entail that John stop eating when Mazy entered the room, and the 
sentence can have the continuation in (28a): 
(28) a. Juan estuvo comiendo hasta que entr6 Marfa en la habitaci6n y despues 
Juan was eating until that entered Mary in the room and afterwards 
sigui6 comiendo. 
continued eating 
"lit. John kept eating until Mary entered the room and continued eating 
afterwards." 
10
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h. *Juan estuvo comiendo hasta que no entro Marfa en la habitaci6n y despues 
Juan was eating until that not entered Mary in the room and afterwards 
continu6 comiendo. 
continued eating 
"lit. John kept eating until Mary entered the room and continued eating 
afterwards." 
However, the same continuation is oat possible in (28b), with a negative bead in 
the hasla clause. The above contrast indicates that in certain contexts finchelhasta clauses 
may give raise to a different set of entailments. 
To the extent that we agree that the features above, Le. scale, causation. and 
different entailments, pertain to the proper semantics of the sentence, we can conclude 
that the relation between (25) and (26) is not synonymy but entailment: (25) denotes a 
subset of the situations denoted by (26). The crucial question that arises here is the 
following: why, in the switch construal, does negation not only not seem to have the 
usual boolean complementation meaning, but also seems to contribute a causallsca1ar 
interpretation? This question will be addressed in section 7. 
4. Aspect 
In this 'section, we relatc the two construals to the aspectual properties of the two clauses 
involved. Observe first that the choice of the Italian present perfect (passato prossimo) 
and Spanish perfective past in the paradigms above was crucial in order to get the 
ambiguity between the two construals; these tenses can have both a continuative and a 
perfective/ingressive interpretation. The descriptive generalization here is that the 
contrast between the two coDStruals depends on the aspect of the finche clause. If the 
jinche clause has continuative aspect, we get the alignment construal, but if it is has 
perfective/ingressive aspect, we get the switch construal. For both construals the main 
clause has to be in the continuative aspect4. 
4 It is interesting to note bere that Hungarian (a non-Romance language which displays expletive 
negation effects in ''until'' constructions) is very similar to Italian with respect to the distribution of 
aspectual resaictions. The Hungarian connective amlg is very close to Italianfinclu! in that it can have both 
an alignment and a switch construaJ, but the sentences in which it appears are not ambiguous like the 
Italian counterparts because in HungarillIl aspect can be expressed by means of word order. In general, 
when a verb has a prtvcro: a) postvcrbal order of the prtverb (with an empty focus position) expresses 
imperfective aspect; b) preverbal order expresscs perfective (possibly ingressive) aspect Consider now the 
following sentences, taken from Pifton (1991): 
(i) (Addig) olvastam, amig Jinos Ie nem fekiidt 
thaltill read(past)J until John YV NEG lay 
'I read until John lay down to sleep' 
(ii) (AddiS) olvastam., amfg Janos oem fekiidt ie, 
thal.till read(past).I while John NEG lay PV 
'I read while John was not lying down to sleep [i.e., while be was still up)' 
11
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The situation can be summarized as follows: 
AJignment Construal 
main clause: continuative 
fincne clause: continuative 
Switch Construal 
continuative 
ingressivelactuevernent 
We will discuss now in more detail the aspectual properties ofthejincne clause:'· 
Observe first that the following frames typically trigger ingressive aspect: 
(29) a. Improvvisarnente, la macchina si e mossa. 
Suddenly, the car itself·refl. is moved 
b. De repente, el cache se movi6. 
Suddenly, the car itself-refl. moved 
"Suddenly, the car moved (::began to move)." 
The interpretation of the fint corn:sponds 10 the Italian switch CCXlStrual: the order preverb-verb in 
the amlg clause expresses overtly pr;rfcctive (~ive aspect); the interpretation of the second 
corresponds 10 the Italian alignment COllStrual: the order verb-preverb expmses overtly imperfective (i.e., 
continuative) aspect. 
J Althnugh 50melhing might be said about the main clause as weB. lethe main clause is positive, it 
does not allow lexically explicit ingresaive (0, eg:reuive (li) or term.ilWive (lii) aspect, independently of tile 
presence of expletive negation in Ibejinche clause (the followingjudgemcnts hold abo for Spanish): 
(i) 'Oi_ ha "miD,i •• o a >nUl" ... fin,b! Maria (non) ha guU"'1O I. TV. 
Gianni started eating until Maria watched ]V 
(li) ·Gianni ha smesso di mugiate fincbC Maria (non) ha guardalO I. TV. 
Gianni .topped eating until Maria warehed TV 
(lii) tGianni ba finite di mangiare fiocM Maria (non) ha guardato la TV. 
Gilll1lli t"inUhed eating until Maria watched 1V 
But if the main clause is negative.. the presence of expletive negation in the /incM clause does 
make a difference, in that lexically explicit ingreuive, egressivc aDd terminative aspect in the main clause 
become pouible (the foUowingjudgements also obtain in Spanish): 
(iv) Gianni. oon ha cominciato a mangiare fincM Maria tenon) ha guardato Ia TV. 
Gianni didn't start eating until Maria watched. TV 
(v) Gianni. DOD ha smesso d.i mangiare finchc Maria ·(noo) ha guard!to la TV. 
Gianni didn't slOp eating WI1il Maria watched TV 
(vi) Gianni non ha finito d.i mAngian: finch6 Maria t(oon) ha guardato 14 TV. 
Gianni didn't finish eating until Maria watched TV 
On one hand the data in (i)-(lii) confirm that the main c1l.U5e hllll to be continuative. On the other 
hand the contrasts in (iv)-(vi) provide a further piece of empirical evidence 10 the claim that negation in the 
switch construal is Dot really innocent, since in this case its presence affects the grammaticaiity and the 
interpretability of the 'entenees at slake. 
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(30) a. Finalmente. la macchina si e mossa. 
Finally. the car itsefl-refl. is moved 
h. Finalmente, el coche se movi6. 
Finally. the car itsefl-ref1. moved 
"Finally. the car moved (=began to move)." 
In these frames. the ingressive aspect cannot be negated, including the cases in 
which it is realized overtly through a lexical verb: 
(31) a. # Improvvisamente. la macchina non si e mossa. 
Suddenly, the car not itsefl·refl. is moved 
b. # De repcnte, el coche no se movi6. 
Suddenly. the car didnrt itsefl·refl. move 
"Suddenly, the car did not move (=did not begin to move)." 
(32) a. # Finalmente, la macchina non si e mossa. 
Finally, the car not itself-refl . is moved 
h. # Finalmente. el coche no se movi6. 
Finally, the car not itself-refl. moved 
"Finally, the car did Dot move (=did Dot begin to move)." 
(33) a. # lmprovvisameote, la macchina DOD ba cominciato a muoversi. 
Suddenly, the car not has begun to movc-itself-refl. 
h . # De rcpente, el coche no comenz6 a moverse 
Suddenly. the car Dot begun to move-itself-refl. 
"Suddenly, the car did not begin to move." 
(34) a. # Finalmente, la macchina non ha cominciato a muoversi. 
Finally, the car not has begun to move itself-tefl. 
b. # Finalmente, el coche no comenz6 a moverse. 
Finally, the car not has begun to move itself-ren. 
"Finally, the car did not begin to move." 
If we insert fina/mente and improvvisamente in an UNTIL construction., the only 
possible interpretation is the switch construal: 
(35) Gianni ha mangiato finche Maria ha finalmentelimprovvisamente guardato la TV. 
John bas eaten until Mary bas finally/suddenly watched the TV 
"John ate until (*as long as) Maria finally/suddenly watched lV." 
(36) Gianni ha mangiato finch6 Maria Don ha finalmentelimprovvisamente guardato Ia 
TV. 
John has eaten until Mouy not has finally/suddenly watched the TV 
"John ate until (*as 10Dg as) Maria finally/suddenly watched lV." 
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In addition to confinning that the UNTll. clause denotes a punctual event, the data 
above indicate that the UNTIL clause cannot be negated, cf. (17). (18) or (23). for the same 
reason for which ingressive aspect cannot be negated, and therefore that the UNTIL clauses 
create ingressive contexts. In general, the complementation operation is relative to a 
context; that is, the denotation of an expression A, which is the result of applying 
linguistic negation to an expression B depends on the extension of the initial domain. If 
you do not restrict your domain, you get back the rest of the existing universe. nus seems 
to be what happens in our case. The ingressive aspect refers to a single point in time, and 
the complement of that point (which is what negation of the ingressive aspect would be) 
amounts to the entire temporal order minus the point in question. In absence of a 
contextual restriction that would make the complement operation relative to the 
contextual domain, the operation fails. 
s. A factorization of the meaning of UNTIL ioto (boolean) primitives: universal 
quantification and complementation 
In this section we provide a general account of UNTIL constructions that derives their 
semantic properties, crucia1ly including expletive negation in Italian and Spanish, by 
means of a factorization of their meaning into simpler and well· known (boolean) 
primitives. The core idea of our treabnent will be to consider UNTIL clauses as exception 
phrases on the temporal domain. 
We adopt the basic intuition in von Fintel (1994) that cxceptivcs substract entities 
from the domain of a quantifier and we translate it to the domain of time interva1s. 
According 10 Keenan and Slavi (1986), (378) can be paraphrased as in (37b): 
(37) a. Every student but John attended the meeting. 
b. John was the only student who didn't attended the meeting. 
Von Fintel (I 994: 101) isolates the following tluee parts of the truth conditions of 
sentences like (37a): 
(38) a. [Every A but cJ B 
b. c E A 
c. c i!: B 
d. [Every (A-c)] B 
The same components can be found in UNTIL clauses if analyzed as involving an 
exception point at which the matrix situation does not hold anymore. Thus, for an UNTIL 
construction like (39): 
(39) Gianni ha mangiato finche Maria e arrivata 
John bas eaten until Mary is arrived 
"John ate until Mary arrived ft 
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(40) a. P UNTIL t 
b. t ~ P 
c. tel 
d. [Every (H-t)] P 
the exception point t in (40). to which we referred as X in the diagrams, does not belong 
to the set of time intervals at which P holds, but belongs to the set of intervals I which the 
sentence (39) is about. Finally, P holds of all time intervals up to t, except for t, i.e. of all 
time intervals equal or bigger than (Hwt). 
The semantics of UNTIL constructions present similar problems to those found in 
the semantics ofexceptives. Von Fintel (1994: 106) implements the domain substraction 
approach to the semantics of but as in (41): 
(41) D A [[but]] C P => D (A-C) (P) & ~D (A) (P) 
D = [[ every]], [[no]] 
A = [[ student]] 
C - {[[John]]} 
P = [[attended the meeting]] 
The second conjunct in (41) is designed to ensure that (37a) will be true iff 
everyone who is a student and who is not John attended the meeting. In the temporal 
domain, (39) is true iff the matrix clause situation holds for all time points preceding t, cf. 
(40). but not t. We implement this approach as follows. First, let be a binary relation 
UP_TO among arbitrary time intervais,j and i, once the time point denoted by the mrrn. 
clause is fixed, and define it as in (42): 
(42) upJO = {U,i)lj-t=i&LAST(j) = t} 
The LAST function in (42) imposes the constraint that t is the right boundary ofj. 
This is needed to avoid t from being any random point withinj. The UP_TOt relation is 
semantica11y/cognitively natural in that it is a way to capture the collection of time 
intervals that end at the point denoted by the UNTIL clause under a double perspective: 
with and without the point t itself From (42) we can define the successor set of the 
UP_TOt relation, i.e. the set of all the second members of each interval pair (i,i) as 
follows: 
(43) K = {il (i,i) E UP_TO,} 
That is, K is the set of complement intervals ofj with respect to t. Now we can 
characterize the truth conditions ofP UNIll. t in tenns ofK: 
(44) P UNITL t iffP E K 
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P UNTD.. t is true iffP, the time interval at which the matrix situation holds is one 
of the time intervals in K. In other words, the main clause situation holds at aU the time 
interva1s up to P, with the exception of t. Fina1ly, for the UNTU. sentence to be felicitous, 
there has to be a minimal intervalj ending with the point I denoted by the UNTil. clause at 
which the situation of the main clause holds continuously and with the exception of the 
point t. Let H be such minimal interva1. Then, the corresponding minimal interval I will 
be (H-t). In GQ terms, we can think of(H-t) as the witness of the universaJ quantifier that 
includes all the interva1s possibly bigger than (H-t) at which the main clause bolds, i.e. 
the GQ: EVERY (H-t). But this is nothing else than K. the successor set of the relation 
UP_TOt. Since we already saw that P UNTIL t iffP E K, then: 
(45) P UNTll. t = 1 iff 
iff 
iff 
P EK 
PeEVER Y (H·t) 
EVERY (H.,) (P) = 1 
According to (45), UNIU.. constructions are exception constructions in that the 
main clause situation holds at all times up to the timepoint denoted by the umtL clause 
situation and with the exception of that very time point 
6. UNTIL clauses and exception phrases 
In this section, we would like to pay attention to some similarities between exception 
phrases and UNTIL clauses that follow from the analysis sketched in the preceding section. 
Moltmann (1996) identifies the following defining properties of E(xeeptive) P(hrases), 
henceforth EPs: 
J. The Negative Condition: 
Applying the predicate to the exceptions yields the opposite truth vaJue from 
applying the predicate to non-exceptions. 
2. The Inclusion Condition: 
The exceptions must belong to the restriction of the associated quantifier. 
3. The Quantifier Constraint: 
The NP that an exception phrase associates with must denote a universal or 
negative universal quantifier. 
The first condition is satisfied: in our example, the times at which John ate are 
times at which Mary bas not arrived yet. and they are not times at which Mary arrived 
(this is the exception). The second condition is satisfied: the single point 1, the exception, 
does belong, by construction, to the predicate P, the restriction of the univmal quantifier. 
The third condition is satisfied as well: we need to appeal to a negative universal 
quantifier when Ute main clause is negated, and no other options are conceivable. Thus, 
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we can conclude that UNTIL clauses satisfy in the tempora.] domain the conditions that 
allow us to consider them an instance of exception constructions. 
We would like to pay attention to another crucial property shared by UNTIL 
clauses and exception phrases: expletive negation can be found in both contexts. In 
section 2, we presented a number of examples of./incMlhasta clauses involving expletive 
negation. such as the one in (46), cf. (10): 
(46) a. Gianni ha mangiato fincbe Maria non ha guardato Ia TV. 
John bas eaten until Mary not bas watched the TV 
b. Juan comi6 hasta que Maria no mir61a TV. 
Juan ate until that Mary not watched the TV 
"John ate until Mary watched TV." 
In exception phrases, we find examples such as (47b, c): 
(47) a Everybody but John came. 
b. Everybody but not John came. 
c. Everybody came but not John. 
(47a) exhibits a typical exception phrase (EP), where everybody is the EP-
associate and but John is the EP-complem.ent in Moltmann 1996's temrinology. If we 
insert overt negation, the most natural position for the EP-comp!em.ent is after the verb as 
in (47c), but some speakers accept it (with appropriate intonation, in the appropriate 
discourse setting, etc.) even in subject position, (47b). What is crucial for our purposes is 
that, to the extent that (46) is acceptable, there is no truth-conditional difference between 
(47a) and (47b, c); thus we might, strictly speaking, conceive of this as an instance of 
expletive negation. The possibility of expletive negation in both cases is due, under our 
approach, to an intrinsic feature of the semantics of exception. More concretely. we 
would like to claim that the optionaJity of negation in (47) basically reduces to a lexical 
ambiguity of but. In order to see this, consider the semantics for EPs proposed by Von 
Fintel (1994): 
(48) Every student butJohn came. 
D A l[butll c P ~ 1 ifHeD(A-C) 
D=lleveryll.llnoll 
A=lIstudentll 
C=lUohnll 
P~l lcamell 
Here but is taken to be the spellout of the (relative) complementation operator 
which is at the core of the notion ofEP itself A natural way to account for the contrast in 
(47) is to say that bur is ambiguous between a proper complementation meaning, as in 
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(47a), and a simple conjunction meaning, thus allowing for the overt negation in (47b, c) 
to denote the complementation operator. 
On the other hand, expletive negation can also be found in exceptive clauses such 
as the Spanish one in (49): 
(49) En este pais no se puede vivir legalmente, salvo que uno (no) 
in this country not himself-refl. can live legally, except that one not 
se case con un ciudadano 
himself-refl.many with a citizen 
"One cannot live legally in this country unless slhe marries a citizen." 
In (49) no "not" can optionally appear in the salvo "except" clause, in the same 
way negation can optionally appear in thejlncheJhasla clauses in (46). 
7. El:pletive negadoD and modality 
In section 3.3, we observed that negation in fincMlhasla clauses is not completely 
expletive. That is, meaning differences can be observed between fincheJhasla clauses 
with and without expletive negation. In particular, we noted that a negati ve head in a 
jinchUhasta clause induces: 
a) causation: the fincheJhasta clause situation causes the main clause situation to 
reverse its boolean polarity; 
b) scale: the jincheJhasta clause situation describes the last (and finally successful) 
of a series of failed attempts to reverse the boolean polarity of the main clause 
situation.6 
c) different entailments: expletive negation excludes the possibility of the matrix 
situation holding anymore after t. 
We would like to claim that these properties are a by~product of the particular 
modal properties ofjinchetharta clauses featuring negative heads. Such clauses convey 
infonnation about possible or alternative worlds, cf. Lewis (1974). In particular, in (46), 
repeated WIder (SO) for convenience: 
(50) a. Gianni ha mangiato fincbe Maria non ha guatdato la TV. 
John has eaten until Mary not has watched the TV 
• See Ponner add Zanuttini (J996) for an alternative analysis of the scale effect in other explctive 
ncaation contexts. 
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b. Juan comi6 basta que Maria no mira Is TV. 
Juan ate until that Mary not watched the TV 
"John ate Wltil Mary watched TV!' 
The sentences are evaluated with respect to alternative worlds in which some 
other events may happen that could reverse the polarity of the matrix clause situation. 
That is, worlds in which some events took place that caused John to stop eating. The real 
world is understood as the one in which finally something happened, namely, the event 
denoted by the jinchelhasta clause, that caused John to stop eating. Under this view, 
expletive negation in jincheJhasta clauses is essentially equivalent to the one found in 
cOWlterfactuaJ conditionals such as (51): 
(51) If you were not so greedy, you would be happy 
There is, however, an important feature distinguishing counterfactua1 contexts 
fromfincheJhasta ones; namely, the scale effect observed in the latter. We would like to 
claim that the scale effect bas its origin on the particular structure possible worlds have in 
JinchUhasta contexts. If, according to Lewis (1974), possible worlds are arranged as 
concentric spheres in counterfactuals, in jinche/hasta contexts the alternative worlds arc 
arranged according to a temporal, linear structure. The alternative worlds taken into 
account in these contexts are those in which the polarity of the matrix situation could 
have been reversed at a point in time preceding to the one in which the polarity was 
actually reversed. This sort of world arrangement gives raise to the scale effect. i.e. the 
inference that makes the Jinchelhasta event the last of a series of failed attempts to 
reverse the polarity of the matrix situation. Formally, this can be captured by allowing the 
universal quantifier in (45) to range over worlds as well as over time intervals. 
We would like to close this section with a general picture of the role of expletive 
negation in./inche!hasta clauses. In section 5, we have claimed that expletive negation is 
in principle always possible in exception contexts (exceptive phrases and jincheJhasta 
clauses). This is because the exception operator may be lexically ambiguous. In the case 
ofjinchUhasta clauses the complement operator, i.e. negation, cannot be removed from 
the exceptive operator, i.e. jinche!hasta, because when applied to the jinchUhasta 
ingressive aspect it would give an uninterpretable aspect (ingressive aspect cannot be 
negated, cf. section 4). The complement operator can only be removed from the exceptive 
operator if it can receive an appropriate modal interpretation. This is why expletive 
negation in jinche!hasra clauses always gives raise to the modality-related effects 
observed in section 3.3. 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have reviewed a number of semantic facts of ItaIian./inche clauses and 
their Spanish counterparts. We have argued for a semantics of these clauses as exception 
phrases in the temporal domain. This unified treatment allows us for an account of 
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expletive negation in tenns of the complement operator involved in the semantics of 
eltceptives (both clausal and nominal), once: exception is viewed as domain substraction. 
Finally, we have argued that expletive negation in jinchelhasla clauses must receive a 
characteristic moda1 interpretation accounted for by a particular arrangement of possible 
worlds. 
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